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Book Descriptions:

carron wood burning stove manual

Few things in life give such simple pleasure asBoth classic in design and extremely practical,There
really is nothing quite like owning a. Carron stove. Quite simply some of the finestFreephone 0808
129 2224Stove Features. Approved for use in smokeSecondary air inlet for cleanerMulti fuel grate.
No additional room ventilationPebble Enamel Cast Iron Stove 4.7kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt
BHC316. Log StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC306. Log StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt
BHC302. Log StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC303. Log StoreLog StoreAdjustable door handle
to allowAvailable in 10 enamel finishes asLarge flame picture window. Top flue only. Suitable for use
with a 12mmAsh Grey Enamel Cast Iron Stove 4.7kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC344. Egg
Plant Enamel Cast Iron Stove 4.7kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC345. Sage Green Enamel Cast
Iron Stove 4.7kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC343. Blue Enamel Cast Iron Stove 4.7kw. Carron
Stove Smoke Exempt BHC305. Log StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC304. Log StoreCarron
Stove Smoke Exempt BHC346. Carron Stove 4.7kw. Stove Features. Adjustable feet to allow
levellingRed Enamel Cast Iron Stove 7.3kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC103. Log StoreCarron
Stove Smoke Exempt BHC105. Log StoreLog StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC106. Log
StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC116. Log StoreAdjustable door handle to allowAvailable in 11
enamel finishes asLarge flame picture window. Top or rear flue options. Suitable for use with a
12mmChina Blue Enamel Cast Iron Stove 7.3kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC146. Sage Green
Enamel Cast Iron Stove 7.3kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC143. Ash Grey Enamel Cast Iron
Stove 7.3kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC144. Egg Plant Enamel Cast Iron Stove 7.3kw.
Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC145. Green Enamel Cast Iron Stove 7.3kw. Carron Stove Smoke
Exempt BHC104. Log StoreCarron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC102. Log StoreCarron Stove Smoke
Exempt BHC107. Log StoreStove
Features.http://astateknik.com/userfiles/boss-dd-6-service-manual.xml

carron wood burning stove manual, carron wood burning stove manual video, carron
wood burning stove manual pdf, carron wood burning stove manual instructions,
carron wood burning stove manual download.

No additional room ventilationRed Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt
BHC203. Green Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt BHC204. Blue Enamel
Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt BHC205. Black Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante
Stove Smoke Exempt BHC202. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt BHC201. External riddle grate
mechanismAdjustable door handle to allowAvailable in 10 enamel finishes asLarge flame picture
window. Suitable for use with a 12mmAsh Grey Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke
Exempt BHC244. China Blue Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt BHC246.
Sage Green Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt BHC243. Pebble Enamel Cast
Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke Exempt BHC216. Cream Enamel Cast Iron Stove. Dante Stove
Smoke Exempt BHC206. Egg Plant Enamel Cast Iron Stove 5kw. Dante Stove Smoke ExemptStove
Features. Adjustable feet to allow levellingSage Green Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove
Smoke Exempt BHC643. China Blue Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt
BHC646. Ash Grey Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC644. Egg Plant
Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC645. External riddle grate
mechanismAdjustable door handle to allowAvailable in 9 enamel finishes asLarge double door flame
pictureTop or rear flue options. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC601. Red Enamel Cast Iron Stove
11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC603. Green Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove
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Smoke Exempt BHC604. Blue Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC605.
Cream Enamel Cast Iron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC606. Black Enamel Cast Iron
Stove 11kw. Carron Stove Smoke Exempt BHC602. Carron Stove 11kw. Carron Stove 4.7kw Spares.
HandleDante Stove 5kw Spares. Carron Stove 7.3kw Spares. Baffle PlateCarron Stove 7.3kwDante
Stove 5kw. Carron Stove 11kwFlue temperature. Flue gas mass flow. Flue draught. Weight of
stove.http://1666-3668.com/attach/userfiles/boss-dd-5-manual.xml

Flue requiredSide mm. Non CombustiblesFlue gas mass flow. Flue requiredClearances to. Side mm.
Non CombustiblesFlue temperature. Wood Fuel Smokeless Fuel. OutputCO at 13% O2. Carron
7.3kwCarron 11kw. EfficiencyFlue gas mass flow. Rear mmWood Fuel Smokeless Fuel. Flue
temperatureDante 5kw. CO at 13% O2EfficiencyWood Fuel Smokeless FuelCarron 4.7kw.
OutputFlue requiredSide mm. Non CombustiblesOutput. CO at 13% O2. Flue temperature. Flue
draughtWeight of stoveSide mm. Non CombustiblesStove Hearths. Standard pipe with doorMatt
BlackMatt Black. Black Enamel. Red Enamel. Green Enamel. Blue Enamel. Cream Enamel. Antique
Enamel. Pebble Enamel. Sage Green Enamel. Ash Grey Enamel. Egg Plant Enamel. China Blue
EnamelMatt Black. Pebble EnamelMatt Black. China Blue Enamel. Matt BlackAsh Grey EnamelMatt
BlackStandard pipe no doorMatt BlackMatt Black. China Blue EnamelHEF293 900x750x40mm
Shown Above. Sandstone Rear Extension for 7.3kw. HEF294 900x300x40mm Shown Above.
Warranty. Black Granite Curved Front Stove Hearth. HEF291 900x750x40mm Shown Above. Also
Available Rear Extension for 7.3kw. HEF292 900x300x40mm. Carron Stoves are supplied with a 3
year stove body and 1 year inner components warranty. This warranty does not cover items
considered consumables. These items include door glass, fire bricks, fire rope and grates. The use of
incorrect fuels would invalidate this warranty.Matt BlackAsh Grey EnamelMatt BlackBlue
EnamelPebble Enamel PFS179 PFS180. This appliance must be installed by a HETAS engineer.
Proof of purchase and certificate of installation would be required in the case of aDue to limitations
of the printing process, colour reproduction of enamel stoves may vary slightly from those shown.
Please consult your local stockist for more accurate colour matching. This effect will normally lessen
asThis crazing effect can be made worse by incorrect fuel or overfueling.Thick. Please add a reason
or a talk parameter to this template to explain the issue with the article.

When placing this tag, consider associating this request with a WikiProject. September 2011
Generally the appliance consists of a solid metal usually cast iron or steel closed firebox, often lined
by fire brick, and one or more air controls which can be manually or automatically operated
depending upon the stove.The chimney or flue gases must be hotter than the outside temperature to
ensure combustion gases are drawn out of the fire chamber and up the chimney.Please help improve
this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. November 2014 Learn how and when to remove this template message Fresh air needs to
enter the firebox to provide oxygen for the fire; as the fire burns, the smoke must be allowed to rise
through the stove pipe, and exit through the chimney. To regulate air flow, there may be damper
devices built into the stove, flue, and stove pipes. The dampers can usually be accessed by turning
knobs or handles attached to the damper. Some stoves adjust their own airflow using mechanical or
electronic thermostatic devices.On modern stoves, owners manuals provide documented procedures.
Fully open air controls may lead to more heat being sent straight up the chimney rather than into
the room which reduces efficiency. The biggest problem with leaving the air controls fully open on
many stoves is “overfiring”. Overfiring is caused when too much heat is generated within the fire
chamber, which will lead to warping, buckling and general damage to the stove and its internal
components. Different stoves have different numbers and types of air controls.Outside air can
improve the overall efficiency of the stove as a heater by drawing cold combustion air directly from
the outside instead of drawing preheated air from the room that the stove is in. Many modern stoves
can optionally use an outside air intake. Many manufacturers supply the necessary parts in kit form
an Outside Air Kit, or OAK.
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When considering an outside air kit, it is important to know that the air must come in from below the
level of the stove. For example, a basement stove may not safely use an outside air kit.Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. December 2019 Learn how and when to remove this template message In
Englishspeaking countries not fully metric it is often measured in cords. When purchasing, cutting,
or collecting firewood, it is good to be aware of the difference between hardwood and softwood.
Both hardwood and softwood have similar energy contents by mass, but not by volume. In other
words, a piece of hardwood would usually be heavier and have more available energy than the same
sized piece of softwood. Hardwoods, derived from trees such as oak and ash, may burn at a slower
rate, resulting in sustained output. Many softwoods are derived from conifers, which are fast
growing and may burn at a faster rate. This is one reason why softwood pellets for pellet stoves are
popular.Hardwood tends to form and maintain a bed of hot coals, which release lower amounts of
heat for a long time. Hardwoods are ideal for long, low burns, especially in stoves with a poor ability
to sustain a low burn, or in mild weather when high heat output is not required.They may leave less
ash than hardwoods. Softwoods are ideal for fast, hot burns. They produce excellent heat and do not
fill the stove with coals, a frequent problem for those pushing their hardwoodfired stoves hard to get
the maximum possible heat out of them.Wood varies by species and even individual trees a tree with
many years of slow growth will have a higher BTU content than a tree of the same species and same
size than a tree with a few years of rapid growth. Osage orange, also known as hedge, is perhaps the
highestBTU wood that is common in North America.

For example, pine that has been cut, split, stacked and topcovered will usually be ready to burn in
one year; oak may be expected to take three years under the same conditions.This myth is pervasive
in the North American northeast, where both types of wood are commonly available. It is not
common in the northwest, where most fulltime wood burners burn pine and fir exclusively. A basic
understanding of what creosote is and how it accumulates in your flue is all you need to rid yourself
of this byproduct.As a result, they often experienced very low flue temperatures usually in flues that
were not insulated as modern flues are. The combination of low firebox temperatures due to high
moisture content in the wood and low flue temperatures due to lack of insulation led to high levels of
creosote accumulation. Burning a wood that emits a lot of sparks such as pine in an oldfashioned
fireplace or stove will lead to sparks going directly into the flue, which can lead to a dangerous
chimney fire if the flue is coated in creosote.While different wood species do contain varying levels
of volatile organic compounds, the difference is academic to the wood burner. All woods produce
creosote. All woods will cause creosote accumulation if burned improperly. Socalled dangerous
woods such as pine are in fact safer than woods such as oak, as they will burn hotter and thus help
keep flue temperatures up, and their fast seasoning will help ensure that novice wood burners are
burning reasonably dry wood.Freshly cut wood known as green wood has a high moisture content.
Different wood species have different moisture contents, which also vary tree to tree. Burning fuel
that is mostly water uses much of the combustion energy to evaporate the water. This results in low
firebox temperatures and low flue temperatures.Seasoning by airdrying the wood can take three
years or more. Wood is dried in outdoor wellventilated covered structures, or in a kiln.

Modern stoves will burn the vapors, either via direct secondary combustion or via a catalyst. Very
little, if any, creosote will escape a properly operating modern stoves secondary combustion.It leaves
the wood in gaseous form. Modern flues are insulated to help ensure that they do not fall below this
temperature during normal stove operation. Creosote accumulation can be dangerous, as it is
flammable and burns hot. If a flue is coated with creosote and ignited, perhaps by a spark going up
the flue, it can cause a serious chimney fire that can lead to a structure fire.They burn solid fuels
only, including wood, wood pellets, coal and peat. They are typically made of steel or cast iron. Some
models are also boiler stoves, with an attached water tank to provide hot water, and they can also be
connected to radiators to add heat to the house, though they are usually not as efficient as a



dedicated wood boiler.One common method is via a catalyst.This is why among modern stoves,
catalytic models tend to be much better at achieving low, even heat output, which is desirable in
warmer weather.No catalyst is required. These models lose a large amount of efficiency at low burn
rates, as they cannot maintain secondary combustion, but can be very efficient at higher
temperatures that allow secondary combustion.Gases or volatiles are evolved which are burned
above the solid fuel. These are the two distinct processes going on in most solid fuel appliances. In
obsolete stoves without secondary combustion, air had to be admitted both below and above the fuel
to attempt to increase combustion and efficiency. The correct balance was difficult to achieve in
practice, and many obsolete woodburning stoves only admitted air above the fuel as a simplification.
Often the volatiles were not completely burned, resulting in energy loss, chimney tarring, and
atmospheric pollution.The two processes go on in separate parts of the stove with separately
controlled air supplies.

Most stoves designed to burn wood pellets fall into this category.This leads to better and more
efficient combustion of the fuel.Specific requirements will be laid down by the stove
manufacturer.Routine cleaning of the stove pipes and chimney is also needed to prevent chimney
fires. Creosote and soot gradually build up in stovepipes and chimneys. This could damage the
chimney and spread fire to the surrounding structure, especially the roof. When soot blocks the
airflow through the stove pipes or chimney, smoke can build up in the stove pipes and in the house.
This can occur if the stove or chimney has not been cleaned or there is insufficient ventilation.
Carbon monoxide detectors or alarms should always be installed according to manufacturers
recommendations where a wood stove is in use. Not all smoke detectors detect carbon monoxide.It
is an offence to emit smoke from a chimney of a building, from a furnace or from any fixed boiler if
located in a designated smoke control area. It is also an offence to acquire an “unauthorized fuel” for
use within a smoke control area unless it is used in an “exempt” appliance “exempted” from the
controls which generally apply in the smoke control area. The current maximum level of fine is 1,000
for each offence.Smoke stays in the house, where it is breathed in by the residents, harming their
health. Nearly 2 million people are killed each year by indoor air pollution caused by openfire
cooking, mostly women and children, according to the World Health Organization WHO.One design
is called the Justa stove, Just stove, Ecostove, or La Estufa Justa. Justa stoves are made out of such
materials as adobe, cement, and pumice, with chimneys. Other woodburning stoves types are also
being introduced to these communities, such as rocket stoves and haybox stoves. A rocket stove is
up to 30% more fuel efficient than a Justa stove, but a small portable rocket stove for cooking does
not have a chimney and is suitable for outdoor use only.

Bigger rocket stoves are connected to chimney or flueexhaust pipe. The haybox stove is another
outdoor woodburning stove.A fireplace insert is a selfcontained unit that rests inside the existing
fireplace and chimney. They produce less smoke and require less wood than a traditional fireplace.A
backboiler can be an optional insert added to the back of the firebox, or a wraparound water jacket
that is an integral to the stoves structure. The choice determines how much of the stoves output
goes to space heating as opposed to heating water. Wooden laundrydrying racks hang over the
stove.Business Communications Co. p. 30. ISBN 9780893362836. Retrieved March 8, 2012. By using
this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Clearances must be adhered to. The
distance the mantle protrudes past the 100mm should be added to the clearance. Warranty Carron
Stoves are supplied with a 3 year stove body and 1 year inner components warranty. The use of
incorrect fuels would invalidate this warranty. Proof of purchase and certificate of installation would
be required in the case of a warranty claim. Due to limitations of the printing process, colour
reproduction of enamel stoves may vary slightly from those shown. This effect will normally lessen
as the stove cools and should not be considered a defect. This crazing effect can be made worse by
incorrect fuel or overfueling. 20 Carron stoves Few things in life give such simple pleasure as the
warmth and character a real wood burning stove brings to a home. Both classic in design and



extremely practical, a Carron stove is an efficient and clean way to enjoy the charm of a solid
fuelreal fire. There really is nothing quite like owning a Carron stove. Quite simply some of the finest
stoves available. For your nearest stockist Freephone Legs 520mm Exceptionally popular little stove
for Radiant heaters.

Open fireplaces radiant heat Convection heaters High efficiency heaters use less wood to produce
the same amount Enviro has some of the most efficient Innovative contemporary wood burning
stoves Since it was founded in 1960, Docherty has grown to become one of the largest independent
manufacturers Newman Fireplaces is a family business Stoves for every home In today s world
where time is The stoves have innovative shapes and details with exciting diverse materials. After
circulating the stove, preheated air flushes down the double glazed Enviro Wood Fireplace Inserts
The tests reported herein have been performed in accordance with the terms of our accreditation.
This So much that we designed a stove around the phrase and Love Life, Live Large It s not just
something we say, we believe it. So much that we designed a stove around the phrase and inscribed
Well here are the 400i insert stoves which will suit most standard openings. Their stylish, sleek and
contemporary have Beautiful Home Heating Solutions Regency Fireplace Products was founded over
35 years ago with a mission to produce the finest fireplace To be left with user. This Designed with
the latest wood It creates a real Today, solid fuel is an increasingly popular Congratulations on the
purchase of your Inis Mor back boiler stove. When fitted and operated correctly, you should enjoy
many years, trouble Before you begin installing the stove, pay attention to the following points Just
as furniture and Its our commitment, our tradition and a guiding principle of our company. Our
patented fourpoint combustion technology delivers intense rolling flames, impressive We
manufacture from beginning Today, Yeoman offers A guide to stoves The benefits of stoves Providing
an efficient, independent Tel Cottage Fires The Builders Yard Cortworth Lane, Wentworth
Rotherham S62 7TE That s over 25 years of ensuring that our stoves meet As the mid winter equinox
rapidly approaches the woodlands can be a magical place.

Each in their own way, the trees Using our long Woodgas fuel generator DOKOGEN ATMOS
Compressors exhibition, 1945 t r a D i t i o n a n D e X P e r i e n c e Three generations Today,
Yeoman offers Wood Pellet Fire Installation Specifications. Safety testing of the Fire Collection
Legend Fires was established in 1996 and have become one of the leading names in the development
HardieBacker cement backerboard can now be used as both a register plate and a decorative
noncombustible lining sheet for multifuel Hyacinth 2 Camellia 3 Jasmine 4 Mulberry 5 Primrose 6
Iris 7 Fuchsia 8 Lily 9 Wisteria These fires do Improvement is the way from the primitive across the
complicated to the simplest solution Children, aged or infirm persons should be supervised at all
times and should not Concrete is a great choice of material when you seek to combine safety,
elegance and design freedom. A Jotul Group North Company America 55 Hutcherson Drive Gorham,
Jotul North Maine America Leave the system ready for operation and instruct the The Ultimate
Wood Burning Fireplace To use this website, you must agree to our Privacy Policy, including cookie
policy. Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your
question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other
Siemens EH801KU12E owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the Siemens
EH801KU12E This manual comes under the category Stoves and has been rated by 1 people with an
average of a 9.8. This manual is available in the following languages English. Do you have a question
about the Siemens EH801KU12E or do you need help. Ask your question here Siemens
EH801KU12E specifications Brand You can easily test whether your old pans can also be used on
induction by holding a magnet against the bottom of the pan. If the magnet stays on the pan, your
old pan is suitable for induction.You will then have to wait at least 60 minutes.

This connection has five holes instead of two and is often used for induction
hobs.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our



database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we
add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are looking for. Its very simple
just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can instantly view the
manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we will
assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. The more detail you provide for your issue and
question, the easier it will be for other AEG HE604000H owners to properly answer your question.
Ask a question About the AEG HE604000H This manual comes under the category Stoves and has
been rated by 1 people with an average of a 7.7. This manual is available in the following languages
English, Dutch, German, French, Spanish. Do you have a question about the AEG HE604000H or do
you need help. Ask your question here AEG HE604000H specifications Brand You can easily test
whether your old pans can also be used on induction by holding a magnet against the bottom of the
pan. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
Like most things in life, it’s easy once you know how. Use our heat calculator to make sure you’re
going to get the correct heat output. Too small and you’ll still want the central heating on, too big
and you’ll be sweltering. The part inside is called the firebox easy enough to remember. Above and
below the glass of most stove you’ll see air vents. The bottom one is the primary air vent, the top one
is secondary. These allow you to control the air supply to the stove, which in turn controls how fast
your fuel burns. Unlike an open fire, you’re not supposed to get heat from the flames.

Instead, the flames heat the metal panel of your stove, which heat the whole room. Just how do you
get that thing to produce some heat. It’s such an important subject that we devoted an entire article
to teaching you how to light your woodburning stove. Once the kindling is starting to burn well you
can add your fuel. Wood burners have flatbeds on which to load fuel, while multifuel stoves have
grates. This is because coal and smokeless equivalents need an air supply from beneath the fuel. You
can put wood on a multifuel stove, but you can’t put coal on a woodburning stove. Ideally the wood
should be seasoned. That means it’s been cut and left to dry for at least a year, allowing moisture to
evaporate and providing a more efficient burn as a result. They will spot any problems and ensure
the installation is completed safely. You should also get a carbon monoxide detector for peace of
mind. This prevents buildup of creosote and soot that can lead to chimney fires. Using seasoned
wood, as mentioned above, also helps prevent creosote deposits. Thanks. Gr8Fires Ben Hull It is for
administration purposes only. Approved Made from durable Cast Iron and DEFRA approved which it
can be used in a smoke controlled area, finished in stunning Matt Black. It also helps to prevent a
draft coming down the chimney. We supply a standard 800mm x 400mm galvanised steel register
plate with all our stoves. You will simply need to cut the plate to size to fit into your chimney
opening. If your glass breaks within that time period we will send you a replacement piece of glass
regardless of the reason the glass broke. All we will ask is that you send a picture of the broken
glass. The insurance only covers you for one replacement piece of glass. It doesnt cover you if you
break the replacement piece of glass. All stove glass is covered during delivery and any glass broken
in transit to you will be replaced free of charge, without affecting your stove glass insurance.

Please note that if these parts arent selected with your order we cant send them for free after your
order has been delivered. The goods will arrive on a lorry that is about the size of a fire engine.
Please let us know in advance if you have restricted access.. Please note that the driver is not
insured to unpack or carry the fireplace into your house. Thats why we offer the option to Pay on
Finance. Just select the Pay on Finance option when you check out. Weve created the chart below to
tell you how much youll pay back per month. V12 Retail Finance provide Retail Point of Sale Credit
through an online paperless application and processing system. If your application is successful, you
will enter into a Credit Agreement with Secure Trust Bank PLC trading as V12 Retail Finance. V12
Retail Finance Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under
registration number 679653 and acts as a credit broker for Secure Trust Bank PLC. Secure Trust
Bank PLC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial



Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 204550. V12
Retail Finance is a trading name of Secure Trust Bank PLC. Fireplace Warehouse Limited trading as
Direct Fireplaces of Unit 2 Greg Street Ind Est. Greg Street, Reddish, Stockport SK5 7BS is acting
as a credit broker for Secure Trust Bank PLC trading as V12 Retail Finance. This helps protect you
and us against fraudulent finance contracts. No money will be taken from your card, the details are
only used to check that they are valid and registered to your address. To be eligible to apply for
finance, you must be 18 or older, in regular employment and have been a UK resident for more than
3 years. Other conditions may apply and we cannot guarantee that your application will be accepted.
Stock will not be allocated until the application has been completed and approved.

We reserve the right to withdraw finance on certain products at any time. Pay on Finance is
provided through our external partner, V12. If your application is successful you will enter into a
Credit Agreement with Secure Trust Bank Plc, who is V12’s parent company. This amount includes
any additional services and delivery options selected, however does not take into account any
promotions, such as cashback. Its important you use your full name and address details and make
sure everything is spelt correctly. Please note, this is an online only finance option. This helps
protect you and us against fraudulent finance contracts. No money will be taken from your card; the
details are only used to check that they are valid and registered to your address. Please note that
other conditions may apply and we cannot guarantee that your application will be accepted. If your
application is declined, it’s usually for one of the following reasons.


